Activity title: “Jigsaw puzzle, the Ocean linking people together”
JIGSAW PUZZLE
Orange pack of cards
Presented by: Anne VERNIER and contributors from Hauts-de-France ‘Réseau Océan Mondial’
Proofread by: Jean-Guy HAGELSTEIN and Thomas HEMBERGER
Audience: Family
General goal of the activity: Get the participants to discover that the ocean link people together

Sequence
and place

Specific goal

Message

Introduction
after
throwing the
dice and
showing the
picture: “An
Ocean that
links us to
others”

. Make the participants
want to discover a
service rendered by
the Ocean.
. Motivate all the
participants.
. Make them curious
. Encourage
questioning in the
group
. Make the participants
want to play the game
to find the answers

Welcome! I want to help you discover
the benefits that the Ocean brings for
our wellbeing.
We chanced on this face of the dice with
orange.
What does it evoke for you?
Here is one of the first services the
Ocean offers us.
What is it?

Get one of the participants to throw the giant dice. Playful
Ask the participants about this “beneficial effect” of Exchange
the Ocean.
of views
Start the jigsaw puzzle game.
Jigsaw pieces with an orange border.

The dice
+ picture

We are going to look at this together.
There are several 3-piece mini jigsaws
in this bag that we will reconstitute. I’m
going to give you one each.

Hand out a jigsaw piece to everyone and let them
complete the jigsaws puzzle.

Five 3-piece
1 min
jigsaws (giving a
total 15 pieces).
One bag.

. Present reliable
information
. Show the current
limits on some of the
things that link us (oilpowered sea transport
+ pollution caused by
containers falling into
the sea)
. Highlight the positive
initiatives concerning
the new, more
sustainable
technologies used or
that are currently
being invented

1. When we phone someone on another
continent, it’s very often thanks to the
cables laid on the bottom of the sea
that we can communicate.
2. To go to another country, we can go
by boat. Today, research is carried out
so that these boats can use renewable
sources of energy.
3. 80% of the goods that come from
another country (international) are
transported by ship (everything that is
manufactured outside France, not to
mention most of the exotic fruit that we
eat, for example). It’s thanks to the
explorers who travelled by boat that we
discovered new fruits and vegetables.

Discover the completed jigsaws and comment on
them gradually:
.1 Technological link: Telephone/submarine
cable/telephone.
.2 Cultural and tourist links: Passengers in
Europe/cruise ship or ferry/people who welcome
guests in another country or on an island
.3 Economic links: factory / container-ship /
manufactured products “made in.. ” in a home
.4 Farming, gastronomic link: Shrimp farmer in
Madagascar / Mr.Goodfish Restaurant / The
restaurant’s customers
. 5 Link between researchers and our day-today wellbeing: International team of researchers
/ Renewable sea power/ Town lighting

Presentation
of the jigsaw
puzzle
Imagine how
the Ocean
brings us
together.

Discovery process or activity

Learning
style

Playful

Material or
object to be
shown

Leng
th
30
sec

5 min

4. The organic pink shrimps from
Madagascar are produce of the sea that
are raised in a sustainable way. When
we eat them at home, we are
supporting the local producers and we
enjoy a delicious new product.
5. Scientists in many countries are
working together to discover new
molecules that will help to treat us, or
new marine sources of energy (offshore
tidal and wind turbines for example).
The Ocean links people together; it
allows us to discover new cultures, new
ways of living, new consumer products,
new ideas for experiencing a better
relationship with the Ocean.

Conclusion

Sum up what we have
just discovered in one
key sentence.

Openings to
the other
benefits

. Invite the
Realise that the Ocean also brings us
participants to discover many other benefits for our wellbeing!
other benefits offered
by the Ocean

2 min

Show the other posters on display or the other
sides of the dice and invite participants to discover
a new benefit of the Ocean.

Affective

Posters on
display.

5 sec

